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Governance Committee Meeting – 04-12-2020 

Attendance: BT (JCR Chair), AW (SRO), SWC (President), MP (VP), EM 

(Stool), JC (JRO), MR (JRO) 

MW (FCO) & JR Join for Boat Club Subs Motion 

Absent: AJ (JRO) 

Location: Zoom Call 

*BT assures us that the raffle will be absolutely huge.* 

Motions 

Facilities Restructure Motion 

BT I don’t know how this would impact the standing orders – this could be a real pain to 

update. 

AW I think we should kindly ask him to change it back to a committee. 

BT For the 40% off with positions, SS and MW are fine with it. 

SWC I don’t have a huge issue with it. Aside from Cuth’s Day and Feast it’s unlikely to be 

big. Will this count for outreach silent disco? I don’t think it should. We should specify 

which events. 

AW It would make an undesirable role more desirable.  

SWC It’s not unique in its undesirability. Let’s just be clear which events we are talking 

about. 

*No further governance issues* 

 

Cut the Rent Motion 

*No governance issues* 

 

Method 1 Election Rules Reform Motion 

BT The librarian could campaign against assistant librarian with this motion in its current 

form. 

AW That should be changed. Perhaps “if you are on the committee to which you would be 

elected”. There is a degree of personal discretion. 

MP I think the Librarian example shows that we should be clear not to allow that. 

BT How would you enforce the private message one rules. 
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AW A lot of colleges ban PMs outright – it’s just the principle. People will get caught 

eventually. If all the candidates know it’s a rule, we’ll be able to catch people out. It 

discourages PMing due to the issue. 

JC I had an issue with 3.1.4.8 – is this all photos must be just you? We should clarify. 

MP I have campaigned using photos in which I obviously was the focus, but there were 

JCR members in the background out of focus. 

AW I can get rid of this – I believe in it but am willing to compromise. 

JC We could make it GovComm approved? 

SWC It seems odd to me to have the exec on your campaign but not random people in your 

photos. 

AW People campaigning on your behalf is different to photos. Change it to all campaign 

materials have to be approved. 

BT It’ll be reworded 

MP How do profile frames interact? 

AW You’ll have to change the photo to not include the exec. I’ll change the motion to 

explicitly reflect this. 

*No further governance issues* 

 

Boat Club Subs Motion 

JR I’m happy to remove the comment about relative subs. I just adapted the motion I 

wrote for Boat Club so may not be up to JCR standards. 

BT I think we need a chat about the governance procedure about when BC buys new 

things. 

MW Stuff that BC can’t budget for would go to trustees anyway, as it will be very large 

expenses. The Trustees support this. 

JC The Trustees have to approve it, but it must be part of a longstanding JCR approved 

plan. 

SWC It seems to me to be overly complex. I don’t think it should have to go through a JCR 

meeting. I think BC should write a long term plan, it would make their case more convincing. 

I don’t think it should be a plan that has to go through the JCR. All the money the Trustees 

are giving to the boat club should have gone to them anyway. 

MW If a subs hit a certain point, the JCR starts matching them 3 to one – costing us 

exponentially more money. We’d end up giving them significantly less. 

AW That’s why it should require JCR meetings – in the long term we’ll spend more – if 

expediture is a certain amount. 
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JR Expenditure has changed, basically the BC was netting 9k a year. With the 8k we will 

no longer be netting, we’ll reduce subs. Over 5 years JCR will save about 30k. Based on 

previous trends, we’re unlikely to cost the JCR more money. 

JC It sounds to me like your previous budget just wasn’t correct – this could be sorted by 

a change in budget not an overhaul. 

JR It’s a lot of money for a lot of time – we’ve got a slightly unpredictable nature of 

spending. Our reserves are 14k even though we bought a boat. BC Exec can only have a 

couple of years back experience could cause a lot of damage with short term choises. By 

giving up a little control everyone wins. The trustees should approve reasonable demands. 

The current system, to me, abuses the 3 to one subs rule. The JCR gives a lot of money – we 

could save us 6k. We wouldn’tneed to ask for money for 4-6 years. To me it’s fairer to the 

JCR. I don’t think societies shouldn’t be running at such a profit.  

MW Trustees want to increase institutional memory. This reduces complaints about BC 

being funded. 

EM I doubt it. I think this could have the opposite effect. If the JCR gives a load of money 

to boat club every 5 to 10 years – why couldn’t another society have that money? 

AW The crux of the point governance-wise – does this need to go through the JCR. The 

motion should be clear. These are huge sums of money. I want it to be clear on what exactly 

we are voting on. It should explicitly say whether or not this would go throught the JCR. 

JR The Gym motion last year went through the JCR – I was assuming this would do so 

too. 

SWC Me and MW spend a lot of money on marquees without approval. I fear that at a JCR 

meeting people wouldn’t understand the long-term rammification. In 5 years time we’ll have 

to explain it again. The boat club could never get to utilise it. We can still publish how much 

money we spend. 

JC The issue is just whether it’s clear in the motion. 

BT We’ll change it so that it explicity says that these spending does not need to be passed 

in the JCR meeting. 

SWC I would like everyone to prepare their own fully thought-out logic on why it will or 

won’t cost us more 

MW We do need spend more money. We just need a better plan on how to spend the 

money. 

AW My governance point is that we need to be absolutely clear on what is on the table 

here. 

SWC It crucially lowers barrier to entry 

JC There are 2 things going on – change to procedure and change to plans. The latter will 

save the JCR money. The Former may well not. We need to be very clear on this. 

MW I think we don’t need to explain the boat club long term plans 
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BT I will change it to so that it is clear the procedure isn’t what is saving us money.  

*JR Explains costs of boats* 

JC Small piece of info – I think that in 2017 BC wrote a 5 year plan – no one knows any 

more, this adds to your point on institutional memory. 

JR Anything that takes away control of stupid execs helps. There was allegedly a missing 

6k a few years ago. 

*No further governance issues* 

 

AOB 

MP I can help updating the record of resolutions as I upload minutes.  

BT Let’s chat meetings next term. Everything said here is very very hypothetical. 

SWC I think you should push the Presidential Election back. We will be more likely to hold 

it in person through lateral flow testing – still up in the air though. 

AW If we push the presidential back we’d need to hold an extraordinary meeting earlier in 

term to stop motion from building up. I have ideas for a mixed format. We’ll need to adapt to 

allow people who can’t come to better participate. 

EM Can we have a viaduct based testing site? (SWC: no) Can I be added to the Social 

Comm Group? (SWC: yes)  

 BT I’ll try and organise a social. If that’s possible for mid/end of january. Some time next 

term. 

AW What is the GovComm budget? 

BT £200, spent about £25. 

AW MP had the wise idea that we should incentivise voting in big elections with some sort 

of prize/amazon voucher. Hatfield did it with great success.  

EM DSU’s gregg based tactics worked well.  

*Meeting Adjourned* 


